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note: after effects can also load plug-ins from a mediacore folder, which is intended to contain plug-ins that both after effects and premiere pro
may use. don't install plug-ins in the mediacore folder as this is not the adequate plugin location folder unless specifically instructed to do so. if you
install a plug-in in this folder that is not supported by one of the applications that read from it, you might encounter difficulties and error messages.
you can also use adobe after effects (cs5 or later) as a media encoder. when a media project is opened in the application, it automatically encodes
the media files into a single, conformable, standard export format. this can be done automatically or through a single-click, user-defined media
encoding process. in either case, you can simply click on the desired media file(s) and choose an output format from the drop-down menu. adobe
after effects cs4 or cs5 allows you to add motion graphics to your video. before doing so, you must add your video file to after effects. this tutorial
explains how to add a video file to after effects. the advantage of importing video directly into after effects is that you can do more things with it.
you can simply crop and resize a video. you can also add audio and color correction effects to the video and have the video automatically conform
to any aspect ratio you specify. using the video composition feature in after effects, you can even animate the video in the timeline or create video
layers that you can copy and paste into your finished video. after you select the files, click on the open button. the files will be imported to after
effects. you can now see them in the project panel (if you are using after effects cs5, click on window, then on project) or in the timeline (if you are
using after effects cs4, click on the project panel, then on timeline).
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the new sapphire 2026 release adds high dynamic range (hdr) for adobe after effects and motion for more beautiful, realistic images. together,
they help you create images that can be displayed on an hdr display and look amazing on your computer. high dynamic range gives you more

pixels that can be displayed from your source footage in the final image. fullscreen editing is well-known for simplifying editing tasks by allowing
users to concentrate on tasks at hand and not worry about the window’s size and layout. featuring a new intuitive look, full screen is also easier

than ever to use. and with new workspaces for different tasks, you can organize your workflow and quickly jump to a task in a single click, with new
hotkeys to instantly access preferred options. when using one of the default workspaces, the application’s panels and the scene panel now take

advantage of the full screen display by using all available space, which improves the overall user experience, especially for editing. user interface
elements can now be selected and moved with the new select tool, and highlights and selection confirmations occur in real time, just as they do
when using a keyboard shortcut. if you have a problem with a selected object, you can easily undo your selection in real time by pressing the esc

key. this is particularly helpful for users who select multiple elements on the scene, such as motion paths, and then want to move one element to a
different position. you can now also create new objects by selecting an existing object, and then clicking on the red circle at the new location.
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